English
Whole Class Reading Text -Eye Of the Wolf by Daniel
Pennac
Main Writing outcomes
Can I plan and write my own fairy tale?
Can I punctuate speech accurately in my story?
Can I research a North American animal and write a
non-chronological report?
Can I include subordinating conjunctions, (e.g although,
unless) in my writing?
Can I use apostrophes for possession accurately in my
writing?

MFL (Spanish)
Can I recognise and write the names of
different animals?
Can I talk about what pets I have?
Can I talk about what they are like?

Geography
Can I locate North America on a World map?
Can I describe the key aspects of vegetation belts
within North America? (e.g. tundra, forest,
grassland, desert)
Can I describe and compare the climate zones
in North America?
Can I describe key aspects of human geography in
North America (including capital cities)?
Can I describe the similarities and differences
between settlements and land use in North
America and our local area?
Can I explain how and why we have different time
zones?
Can I analyse evidence and draw conclusions?

Computing

PE

Art & design / DT

Can I describe methods of
animation?
Can I use a time slider to
find a specific point?
Can I edit and refine
images?

Can I record my observations, ideas, and
practise drawing skills?
Can I improve my mastery of painting
techniques?
Can I produce a piece of creative art work of
a wolf?
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PSHE

North America

Belonging to a
community.
Media Literacy.

Can I develop flexibility,
strength technique control and
balance to perform gymnastic
sequences?
Can I evaluate and compare
my performances with
previous ones to achieve my
personal best?
Can I use running, jumping,
throwing and catching in
isolation and in combination?
Can I play competitive games
and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking,
defending and passing?

WOW visitors and experiences

Launch:
Virtual reality tour of the
Americas.
Landing:
Share a class book about North
American animals.
Science
Can I compare and group materials together, according to
whether they are solids liquids and gases?
Can I observe that some materials change state when they
are heated and cooled and measure and research the
temperature at which this happens in degrees Celsius?
Can I identify the part played by evaporation and
condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of
evaporation with temperature?

RE
Christianity and Islam
What does sacrifice mean to believers? (Christianity
and Islam)
What is salvation? (Christianity)

MATHS
Number: Multiplication and
Division
Measurement: Area
Number: Fractions
Number: Decimals

Music
Living on a Prayer– listening, performing and
composing activities based around the song.
Trombone – introduction to playing the
instrument.

